
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 3 

Date: 04 June 2018 

Time: 1730H 

Venue: PSA Tanjong Pagar 

  
Attendees(Sponsor): Jay 
Attendees(Member): Jianan, Zhihao, Jonathan 
Absent: Boon Chong(Sponsor) ,Liu Jie, Xiaohang 

Agenda 
1. Discuss on programming language environment 
2. Discuss on comparison between Java and Python NLP library 
3. Access control of API 
4. Web sockets for Chatbot 
5. Decide Server Deployment 

 
Notes, issues, decisions 

1. Priority given to chatbot function precedes over the need for integration 
2. If Python language is chosen, it needs to be exposed as a web service. Client               

suggested to use Python for analysis and return JSON format to           
JavaScript/Any UI framework 

3. Web sockets cannot be supported. AJAX may be used if needed.           
Performance is expected to be poorer than using web sockets. 

4. Portnet’s API can be access externally as long as proper token is presented,             
token to be taken from cookie **explained in last email 

5. Recommended to use built-in Python functions rather than libraries due to           
future complications such as obsolescence 

6. Client suggest for future implementation, use personalized transaction; know         
where the user is from by organization code as it may allow higher tendencies              
to find better and more related questions, persona and analytics can help            
increase the accuracy 

7. [Afternote] Usage of organization code to call Portnet API is already part of             
the plan and not just for future implementation. 

8. Number of Scenario/Personas up to the team to decide as this is not a              
requirement by the client. 

9. Python NLP frameworks to be used over diagloFlow due to the flexibility of             
creating the balance of false negatives and false positives. The number of            
false negatives may increase [ the chatbot may miss the real intent of the              
asked question]. If we were to decrease the scope of questions asked for             
each question while the number of false positive decreases [there will be less             
overlapping questions for the same asked question] 



10. On the other hand, the number of false negative may increase with the             
decrease of scope and the number of false positive increases as well.            
Diagloflow cannot give us the flexibility to customize these settings 

11. Unsupervised Training of chatbot not possible as the chatbot will need human            
intervention to differentiate right from wrong. 

12. Server deployment can be done on AWS or Azure, as discussed in the             
previous meeting.  

Actions 

1. Technical diagrams and use case to be done 
2. Chatbot UI to be done this iteration 

 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 1900H. These minutes will be circulated and adopted             
if there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 

 

Prepared by Jonathan Tan 

Vetted and edited by Lu Jianan 


